Cavalier

(HAND-STEER VERSION)

ANTERIOR WALKER / GAIT TRAINER

Cavalier
With its unique steering system, the

The Cavalier rolls freely on its relatively large

Cavalier anterior walker can turn easily and

and solid wheels and minor obstacles and

precisely. It is responsive and efﬁcient, and

kerbs can be negotiated with some training

helps the user to maintain good rhythm and

and concentration. The rear aspect of the

straight line walking.

frame makes transfer easy.

Steering link

The saddle unit provides lateral stability to
the pelvis and can be used as a seat, should
the user wish to rest.

Diagram shows transition process into Cavalier
anterior walker using the saddle drop-link system.

Side view of size 4 Cavalier with PU moulded
body support and unicycle saddle.
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Cavalier
SIZE CHART

The Cavalier is available in 5 sizes covering
toddlers to adults. Each size of Cavalier
can be modiﬁed with different support
and saddle posts to help achieve the
best position for gait training or everyday
walking.

Size 2 Cavalier featuring PU moulded support, brakes
fitted to frame and optional sprung wide saddle.

Size/ref/code

1

2

3

4

5

30-44

42-56

54-68

68-82

80-94

Saddle Height with Drop-link (cm)

N/A

N/A

N/A

64-78

76-90

Total Length (cm)

70

81

93

105

112

Total Width (cm)

56

63

69

75

81

Product Weight (kg)

14.5

16

18.5

19

19

Max. User Height (cm)

110

130

150

175

190

Max. User Weight (kg)

45

50

65

85

85

Saddle Height (cm)

Size 4 Cavalier with PU moulded
body support and unicycle saddle.

NB: Children with an inside leg measurement below the minimum saddle height stated above may be accommodated by using a
drop-link assembly, or extra low drop-link assembly. Please contact Quest 88 for further details.

For more information or to book an assessment, please call: 01952 463050 or email: sales@quest88.com

Cavalier / FF
ACCESSORIES

The Cavalier and Cavalier FF can be personalised with a range of support and gait training accessories. To ﬁnd the right solution please contact Quest 88 to arrange a free assessment.

Separation plates can be
stacked for both knee and
foot control.
Banana / Uni-cycle saddle

Extra-low drop-link

Removable handlebar stem

Leg/foot Separation Plate

This saddle can be speciﬁed for better
hip control and/or comfort.

This accessory extends the lower
end of the Cavalier’s height
adjustment for a shorter leg length.

This accessory is used to improve
access to work and play surfaces.

Available in several sizes, this accessory
controls adduction and assists with foot
placement.

Moulded anterior support

Assistant Push/Pull Rod

Soft frame covers

GripmitsTM (gripping aids)

Oarsome grips

Available in 3 sizes, these pliable PU
supports centralise and secure the
user’s upper body and strap.

Assistant pull and / or push rod for
parental control and guidance.

A range of covers for support posts
and frames for users with sensitive
soft tissue.

Quest 88 GripmitsTM can be used for
users with limited gripping function or
with a tendency to suddenly release
the handlebar.

Alternative handgrips for Cavalier.
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